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Office Furniture Tsiros, since 1952 
“Old fashioned professionalism, new fashioned office interiors” 



Our Identity 
 
 
Tsiros office furniture is a 3rd generation family business, producing, importing, commercializing 
and servicing office furniture since 1952. 
 
We still believe , after seven (7) decades, in honesty and personal contact, creating solid, long 
lasting relationships and achieving top customers’ retention score.  
 
We offer office furniture and seating, partitioning, flooring, acoustic and lighting comfort solutions. 
We work along with companies, organizations, architects,  interior designers and construction 
companies and we develop custom fit or standardised solutions for any working or commercial 
environment or space. 
 
We have set our mark as a strong player in individualism and quality of our office furniture.  
 
This is our identity which makes us a long lasting, reliable, project-based partner.  
 
 
 



Office interiors / Work stations 
Storage & filing 

Seating 
Partitioning 

Sound absorbing 
Flooring 

Educational
                Custom Fit Program 
 

 
 



TSR  X–Series 
partition systems

TSR X-Series partitioning systems are featuring sophisticated details and quality,  

Focusing on installation easiness, weight minimisation, structural rigidity, sound proofing 
qualities and advance technology and functionality, TSR X-series offers stylish  and reliable 

custom fit solutions in office space design and arrangement. 



TSR X055  /  X100
partition systems



TSR X055  /  X100
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TSR X055  /  X100
partition systems
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TSR X055 and TSR 100 are light weight vertical partition 
systems featuring glass or solid panels ,sequentially 
positioned to minimising vertical uprights. 

TSR X055  measures 55mm width and 40mm height of  
the aluminum tracks and TSR X100  measures 100mm 
width and 40mm height. 

Both systems are equipped with either mono glass panels 
of 10mm  or 12mm, or laminated glass panels of 5+5.1mm  
or 6+6.1mm with 0.38mm PVB soundproof film.
 
Glass leafs are binding with transparent polycarbonat joints. 

A panel regulation mechanism allows for ground/ceiling 
adjusting of +/- 15mm offering quick  and clean installment.

Seals at floor, ceiling and edges  offer acoustic insulation 
and preventing infiltration of dust .

TSR X055  /  X100
partition systems



TSR X2 100
    partition system
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TSR X2 100
partition system
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TSR X2 100  is a  light weight vertical partition system  excelling for 
its  simplicity , its structural and acoustic performance , featuring 
double  glass paneling configuration.   

TSR X2 100  measures 100mm width and 40mm height of  
the aluminum tracks and it is equipped with either mono glass panels 
of 10mm  or 12mm, or laminated glass panels of 5+5.1mm  
or 6+6.1mm with 0.38mm PVB soundproof film. 

Glas leafs are binding with transparent polycarbonat joints.  

A panel regulation mechanism allows for ground/ceiling 
adjusting of +/- 15mm offering quick  and clean installment.

Seals at floor, ceiling and edges  offer acoustic insulation 
and preventing infiltration of dust .

TSR X2 100
partition system



TSR  X–Series 
partition systems



  196, Mesogeion Av. Cholargos 
 3, Papaflessa str,  Ag. Paraskevi 
 Switchboard: 0030 210 651 4951 
     Email: epiplo@tsiros.com.gr 
             www.tsiros.com.gr 
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